Hyperglycemia in pregnancy: prevalence, impact, and management challenges
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Abstract: Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is one of the most common medical conditions in pregnancy, and the prevalence is growing with increasing rates of women of advanced age becoming pregnant and the increasing prevalence of maternal obesity and inactivity. GDM is associated with an increased risk of maternal and infant short- and long-term ill-health. There is a positive linear association between increasing maternal glucose at oral glucose tolerance testing and risk of important perinatal outcomes, including cesarean section, large for gestational age, and infant adiposity. A “step-up” approach, where diet and lifestyle information is provided followed by pharmacological interventions as required to control and reduce hyperglycemia, is effective at reducing the risk of macrosomia, but treatment of GDM will increase demand on health services. There is limited evidence to suggest which identification strategy is best or what thresholds should be used to diagnose GDM or what the effects of different diagnostic strategies have on short- or long-term maternal and offspring outcomes. Trials of interventions in pregnancy aimed at preventing GDM have not demonstrated a benefit; therefore, trials are needed to evaluate interventions aimed at optimizing the health of all women of childbearing age, outside of pregnancy. A consistent, evidence-based, sustained approach to supporting women to live healthily, including the achievement of a normal body mass index before and after pregnancy, is urgently needed.
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Introduction

Normal pregnancy is associated with insulin resistance similar to that found in type 2 diabetes. This physiological resistance to insulin action during pregnancy becomes more apparent in the second trimester, and insulin resistance increases progressively to term. Changes in insulin resistance occur to facilitate transport of glucose across the placenta to ensure normal fetal growth and development. Transfer of glucose across the placenta stimulates fetal pancreatic insulin secretion, and insulin acts as an essential growth hormone. If resistance to maternal insulin action becomes too pronounced, maternal hyperglycemia occurs and gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) may be diagnosed.

GDM is associated with an increased risk of adverse perinatal outcomes, including large for gestational age (LGA), macrosomia (usually defined as birthweight >4 kg or >4.5 kg), induction of labor, and cesarean section.1 There is also growing evidence that GDM is associated with an increased risk of long-term ill-health outcomes in the mother (type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular disease)2,3 and offspring (obesity and associated cardiometabolic risk).4,5
What is GDM
GDM is defined as carbohydrate intolerance resulting in hyperglycemia of variable severity with onset or first recognition during pregnancy,6 GDM defined in this way includes women with undiagnosed preexisting diabetes, as well as women with first-onset hyperglycemia during pregnancy. The confirmation of whether a woman has pre-existing (overt) diabetes or GDM can only be reliably made following pregnancy (as described in the “Care following birth” section). In the past, less severe GDM was referred to as impaired glucose tolerance and more severe as GDM; now the whole higher end of the glucose spectrum is more simply referred to as GDM.

GDM is the most common metabolic disorder of pregnancy; rates vary depending on population characteristics (eg, maternal age, ethnicity, or body mass index [BMI]) and screening and diagnostic strategies, including glucose thresholds used (Tables 1 and 2).7-9

Identification of GDM: screening and testing
Screening is the process of identifying women who are at higher risk of GDM compared with the general population of pregnant women. Once identified, those women can consider further tests, and health care providers can offer interventions that may improve their health and/or that of their infant. A screening program should offer more benefits than harm, at a reasonable cost to the health service. A screening/diagnostic test is any approach used to gather clinical information for the purpose of making a clinical decision and is a process that includes women with undiagnosed preexisting diabetes, or women with impaired glucose metabolism) as early as possible after pregnancy booking (in either the first or second trimester) to identify undiagnosed type 2 diabetes. The Australasian Diabetes in Pregnancy Society (ADIPS) recommends risk factor assessment in early pregnancy; risk factors are ranked by severity and either one “high” risk factor or two “moderate” risk factors are needed before an OGTT is offered (Table 2).12

For all women not tested in early pregnancy and those women with a negative early screen, the ACOG11 suggests that screening for GDM should take place at 24–28 weeks by assessment of medical history, clinical risk factors, or a laboratory screening test (Table 2). The UK NICE...
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recommends that the risk of GDM be assessed in all women (not previously identified as having type 2 diabetes) using maternal characteristics or risk factors. If a woman has one or more of these risk factors (family history of diabetes; ethnicity with a high prevalence of diabetes; South Asian, black, or Middle Eastern ethnicity; previous history of having a macrosomic baby; BMI (kg/m²) ≥30, or previous GDM), diagnostic testing should be offered at 26–28 weeks of gestation.13 The ADIPS recommends all women not identified in early pregnancy as having hyperglycemia should be offered a 75 g OGTT at 24–28 weeks (Table 2).12

The performance of risk factors in identifying women who will develop GDM is poor; however, when a risk factor identifies true positives well (women with GDM; has high sensitivity) it poorly identifies true negatives (women without GDM; has low specificity) and when a risk factor identifies true negatives well (high specificity) it poorly identifies true positives (low sensitivity), consequently, to identify most women with GDM, most women may need to be tested.14 The 50 g oral glucose challenge test (OGCT), similarly to risk factors, can be used to identify women at high risk of GDM; no overnight fast is required (like the

### Table 2 Recommended risk factors by organization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Nature of screening strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| NICE16 (UK) | Offer OGTT only to women with at least one of the following:  
• BMI ≥30 kg/m²  
• Previous macrosomic baby (>4.5 kg)  
• Previous GDM  
• Family history of diabetes  
• Family minority ethnic origin with a high prevalence of diabetes |
| ADA15 | Testing at first antenatal visit should be undertaken to identify undiagnosed type 2 diabetes (universal OGTT testing is recommended at 24–28 weeks) in all pregnant women who are overweight (BMI ≥25 kg/m²) and have additional risk factors:  
• Physical inactivity  
• First-degree relative with diabetes  
• High-risk race/ethnicity (eg, African-American, Latino, Native American, Asian-American, and Pacific Islander)  
• Women who delivered a baby weighing ≥4 kg or were diagnosed with GDM  
• Hypertension (≥140/90 mmHg or on therapy for hypertension)  
• HDL cholesterol level <35 mg/dL (0.90 mmol/L) and/or a triglyceride level >250 mg/dL (2.82 mmol/L)  
• Women with polycystic ovarian syndrome  
• A1C ≥5.7%, IGT, or IFG on previous testing  
• Other clinical conditions associated with insulin resistance (eg, severe obesity and acanthosis nigricans)  
• History of CvD |
| ADIPS (Nankervis et al12) | Women who are from a high-risk ethnic background or have a BMI of 25–35 kg/m² as their only risk factor should be considered “moderate risk” and should initially be screened with either a random or a fasting glucose test in early pregnancy, followed by an OGTT if clinically indicated. ADIPS suggests that the thresholds for further action are not clear currently and clinical judgment should be exercised.  
Women at “high risk” of GDM (one high-risk factor or two moderate-risk factors) should be offered a 75 g OGTT, with venous plasma samples taken: fasting, 1 hour and 2 hours at the first opportunity after conception. Women at moderate or high risk with normal glucose should be offered an OGTT at 24–28 weeks:  
• Moderate-risk factors for GDM  
• Ethnicity: Asian, Indian subcontinent, Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander, Pacific Islander, Maori, Middle Eastern, and non-white African  
• BMI: 25–35 kg/m²  
• High-risk factors for GDM  
• Previous GDM  
• Previously elevated blood glucose level  
• Maternal age ≥40 years  
• Family history of DM (first-degree relative with diabetes or a sister with GDM)  
• BMI ≥35 kg/m²  
• Previous macrosomia (BW >4,500 g or >90th percentile)  
• Polycystic ovarian syndrome  
• Medications: corticosteroids, antipsychotics |

**Abbreviations:** ADA, American Diabetes Association; ADIPS, Australasian Diabetes in Pregnancy Society; A1C, glycated hemoglobin; BMI, body mass index; BW, birth weight; CvD, cardiovascular disease; DM, diabetes mellitus; GDM, gestational diabetes mellitus; HDL, high-density lipoprotein; IGT, impaired fasting glucose; IFG, impaired glucose tolerance; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; WHO, World Health Organization.
Given the linear association between glucose and risk of adverse outcomes, it is possible that identifying and controlling and reducing hyperglycemia reduce the risk of some of these perinatal outcomes and this is important to both women and clinicians. Importantly, there is now evidence that the offspring of women who have had GDM are at increased risk of future obesity and cardiometabolic ill-health. Reducing long-term obesity risk is key for the future health of the population and one way to potentially achieve this is by treating women with hyperglycemia during pregnancy.

The IADPSG, therefore, devised criteria aimed at identifying infants of women with GDM at increased risk of long-term future obesity and cardiometabolic ill-health through their association with the perinatal outcomes such as high cord C-peptide (surrogate for insulin), LGA, and high infant adiposity. By treating these women and reducing hyperglycemia, the risk of these adverse perinatal outcomes may be reduced along with subsequent long-term risks.

The IADPSG derived their new threshold criteria using data from the Hyperglycemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes study. Hyperglycemia and Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes is an observational study showing graded linear associations between maternal glucose and adverse outcomes (described earlier). Because no clear clinical thresholds were identified, the IADPSG derived thresholds based on the glucose values at which the odds ratios reached 1.75 above mean glucose values, for birthweight greater than the 90th percentile, percent infant body fat (based on skinfolds) greater than the 90th percentile, and concentration of cord C-peptide greater than the 90th percentile. The IADPSG-recommended thresholds are as follows: plasma glucose levels of 5.1 mmol/L, 10 mmol/L, and 8.5 mmol/L for fasting, 1 hour, and 2 hour postload (75 g OGTT), respectively. GDM is diagnosed if one or more of these thresholds are equaled or exceeded. Although somewhat arbitrary and derived from just one study, these thresholds have been recently endorsed by the WHO and others. The UK NICE, however, recommends different thresholds (fasting: 5.6 mmol/L and 2 hours postload: 7.8 mmol/L [75 g OGTT]) but does not make clear how they were derived. The ACOG conversely recommends using either the Carpenter and Coustan or the National Diabetes Data Group criteria thresholds.

Given the linear association between glucose and risk of adverse outcomes, it is possible that identifying and...
treatment at lower glucose levels than were previously recommended will result in a reduction in risk of these outcomes because more women will be identified and treated. The clinical effectiveness of the IADPSG-recommended criteria, however, is inferred from treatment trials that show a reduction in risk of LGA and macrosomia in women identified using higher glucose level thresholds, whether treating these women influences long-term health is unknown and that is a possible reason for the lack of uniformity in recommendations from international institutions such as the WHO, UK NICE, ADA, ADIPS, and ACOG. This absence of evidence and variation in recommended identification approaches has led to calls for trials investigating the application of different glucose thresholds for GDM diagnosis on maternal and offspring short- and long-term health outcomes.

Prevalence

Whether all, or only high-risk women, are tested, what glucose load (75 g/100 g) is administered as part of the OGTT, what proportion of women have risk factors that predispose to GDM, and what glucose threshold criteria are used to diagnose GDM will all influence the prevalence of GDM. As an example of these influences, Table 3 shows the prevalence of GDM reported in different locations in the UK and the Republic of Ireland. Prevalence varies from 1.1% in 1980 in Leicester using the WHO 1980 criteria (selective testing of only high-risk women, using higher glucose thresholds than IADPSG) to 24.3% in 2012 in Manchester using the IADPSG criteria (universal offer of testing within an observational study). A recent study estimated that globally in 2013, 21.4 million out of an estimated 127.1 million live births to women aged 20–49 years (crude prevalence, 16.9%; age-standardized prevalence, 14.8%) were affected by GDM. Prevalence increases markedly in women over the age of 40 years and differs by region, with the majority of women with hyperglycemia residing in low- to middle-income countries, eg, Southeast Asia (Bangladesh, India, and Sri Lanka) has the highest crude prevalence (23.1%) and Western Pacific (Australia, the People’s Republic of China, Hong Kong, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam) has the lowest (11.8%); there is, however, also wide variation in reported prevalences for countries within these regions.

Identifying greater numbers of women with GDM clearly has resource implications for care providers (but identifying more women could reduce the risk of adverse outcomes) and this is likely to influence whether a particular approach to the identification of women with GDM is followed. The large numbers of women with hyperglycemia in low- to middle-income countries are concerning as these countries may be the least well equipped to provide interventions to reduce associated risks, and socioeconomic influences may further disadvantage affected women and infants. Similarly, subgroups of socially deprived women in higher income countries may respond less well to intervention from health care providers compared with their socially advantaged counterparts; consequently, educational and support services should be tailored to the differing needs of these groups of women.

Table 3 Prevalence of GDM in different locations in the UK and using different diagnostic criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First author</th>
<th>Publication year</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>GDM diagnostic criteria</th>
<th>Number of women included</th>
<th>Number with GDM</th>
<th>Prevalence of GDM (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ali et al²⁰</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>NDDG</td>
<td>1,375</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>IADPSG</td>
<td>1,679</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dornhorst et al²¹</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>London (St Mary’s)</td>
<td>Reported in paper ²</td>
<td>11,035</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffin et al²²</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>NDDG</td>
<td>1,299</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janghorbani et al²³</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Plymouth</td>
<td>WHO 1980</td>
<td>4,942</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalifeh et al²⁴</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>WHO 1999</td>
<td>68,494</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dublin</td>
<td>WHO 1999</td>
<td>112,138</td>
<td>2,016</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koukkou et al²⁵</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>London (St Thomas’)</td>
<td>EASD ²</td>
<td>6,887</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makgoba et al²⁶</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>London (St Mary’s)</td>
<td>Varied ²</td>
<td>174,320</td>
<td>1,688</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacks et al²⁷</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>IADPSG</td>
<td>2,376</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Belfast</td>
<td>IADPSG</td>
<td>1,671</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samanta et al²⁸</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>Leicester</td>
<td>WHO 1980</td>
<td>12,005</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: WHO either 1980 or 1999 criteria depending on year data were generated. ² All women without preexisting diabetes screened at booking and then those with risk factors were rescreened using modified O’Sullivan screening test, which was a 50 g OGCT followed by OGTT if level > 7.8 mmol/L; GDM was diagnosed with 3-hour 100 g OGTT if AUC ≥ 4.3 units. ³ EASD criteria and 75 g OGTT used, GDM diagnosed if 2-hour > 9 mmol/L. ⁴ Only primiparous women included. No “common” screening test was used, as pregnancies were included from 1998 and 2000 and different criteria could have been used.

Abbreviations: EASD, European Association for the Study of Diabetes; GDM, gestational diabetes mellitus; IADPSG, International Association of Diabetes in Pregnancy study Groups; NDDG, National Diabetes Data Group; OGTT, oral glucose tolerance test; WHO, World Health Organization.
Treatment

As discussed earlier, the treatment of GDM aims to reduce hyperglycemia and in turn reduces the risk of adverse outcomes. Diet and lifestyle modification/information is usually provided as first-line treatment and may in the future be more commonly the only treatment needed, if the widespread acceptance of lower GDM glucose threshold criteria occurs. Self-monitoring of glucose levels is recommended, particularly when oral hypoglycemics or insulin is required and levels are reviewed at each clinical visit.

Oral hypoglycemic agents (metformin and glyburide) present a possible alternative to injected insulin and seem effective as a first-line pharmacological intervention with the added benefit of perhaps being more acceptable to women, because metformin is taken orally as opposed to insulin that is injected. However, when packages of care compared with routine care were evaluated, up to half of women initially prescribed metformin require supplemental insulin. Metformin is also easier to store and can be kept at room temperature, whereas insulin requires refrigeration. However, metformin may cause gastrointestinal upset, and this may reduce compliance, prompting the need for supplemental insulin.

Treatments may also increase the risk of some adverse perinatal outcomes and concerns have been expressed about the potential for harm associated with the medicalization of pregnancy which predisposes caregivers toward an expectation of adverse outcomes and may increase morbidity due to increased interventions, including induction of labor. Metformin use has caused concern because it crosses the placenta and may therefore affect fetal development, though trials do not suggest that harms are increased when metformin is provided as first-line pharmacological treatment compared with insulin. Insulin and glyburide may cause maternal hypoglycemia, however, which may influence fetal well-being and could be harmful to women, though this risk must be balanced against the development of hyperglycemia and the increased risk of adverse perinatal outcomes.

Care is best provided by a team of clinicians, including nurse/midwife, obstetrician, diabetologist, dietician, and diabetic nurse specialist. Care should be individualized and dependent on the woman’s views and needs and the degree of hyperglycemia, glucose control and presence/absence of other abnormalities (eg, LGA) and medical conditions (eg, hypertension). This individualized approach allows variation in the intensity of treatment (the step-up approach described earlier), eg, women with less severe hyperglycemia may require only diet and lifestyle modification and may require less intensive monitoring and antenatal visits than women with more severe hyperglycemia needing an additional pharmacological intervention to control hyperglycemia.

Using the “step-up” approach ensures that interventions are only offered if required, resulting in less burden for the woman and care providers, which is particularly important given the increasing prevalence of GDM. The UK NICE now recommends women with GDM to be advised to eat a “healthy diet” during pregnancy and emphasize that foods with a low glycemic index should replace those with a high glycemic index and that women should walk 30 minutes a day to improve glucose control, though there is limited evidence of the effectiveness of this advice in improving outcomes.

As with care during pregnancy, care during labor should be individually tailored; women with less severe and well-controlled hyperglycemia and with a normally grown fetus may need less intensive monitoring or interventions such as induction, compared with women with severe less well-controlled hyperglycemia with an LGA fetus.

Care following birth

For most women, insulin resistance rapidly returns to normal following birth and therefore glucose-lowering treatments should be stopped if blood glucose levels decline and stay within normal parameters. Care of women following normalization of glucose levels is therefore the same as for any woman, though as with all women, care should be individualized. The care of infants of women who have had GDM depends on the infant’s health and adaptation at birth. These infants are, however, at increased risk of hypoglycemia and as such, early, sustained, and adequate feeding is essential. All infants should be monitored (for signs of hypoglycemia and well-being), particularly in the first 24 hours following birth. Any infant asymptomatic of hypoglycemia should be allowed to demand feed and should not be subjected to invasive glucose level monitoring. Infants showing poor adaptation following birth or who show signs of hypoglycemia may need supplemental feeds and closer monitoring, including glucose estimation.

A proportion of women diagnosed with GDM will subsequently at postnatal testing be diagnosed with type 2 diabetes and a proportion of these women will have had diabetes preceding their pregnancy. Approximately 50% of women who have had GDM will develop type 2 diabetes within 5–10 years; this corresponds to a 7.5-fold increased risk over women who have not had GDM. Women with GDM may not, however, attribute this risk to themselves, eg, in one study of women with GDM, 90% were aware of...
a link (between GDM and type 2 diabetes), but only 16% believed they themselves were at risk, this increased to 39% if they were told to assume they continued to live their current lifestyle. Therefore, women may plan to modify their lifestyle in an attempt to prevent future development of type 2 diabetes, whether this plan is realized, however, is unclear. Irrespective of women’s intentions, health professionals have a responsibility to ensure women fully appreciate the risks and signs and symptoms of hyperglycemia.

The ACOG recommends postnatal screening at 6–12 weeks following birth, to identify continuing insulin resistance and hyperglycemia, and suggests that either a fasting plasma glucose (FPG) or the 75 g, 2-hour OGTT is an appropriate test. The ADA recommends testing to be continued at three yearly intervals, whereas the ADIPS suggests that testing every 1–2 years is sufficient and the UK NICE recommends yearly testing. The ADA does not recommend the HbA1c at early postnatal testing (which provides an estimate of average plasma glucose concentration over a period of weeks) because of the antenatal treatment to reduce hyperglycemia. This test could, however, be used at later follow-up and a result of ≥6.5% would indicate type 2 diabetes. Compared with the 75 g OGTT, the FPG is easier to perform, as no glucose load is given and no postload estimation is obtained (an FPG of >7 mmol/L would indicate type 2 diabetes). The ADIPS recommends the 75 g OGTT at 6–12 weeks postnatal period, and the UK NICE recommends a fasting plasma assessment; however, the OGTT will also identify impaired glucose tolerance (2-hour postload sample ≥11.1 mmol/L) as well as impaired fasting glucose so may be preferred and the test that adequately identifies abnormal postnatal glucose metabolism and insulin resistance may depend on population characteristics. However, rates of attendance at this postnatal assessment are low and may reflect women’s perception of personal low risk as described earlier and also a lack of perceived importance placed on this condition by clinicians.

Prevention

Because of the increasing prevalence of GDM and its adverse influence on perinatal outcomes and associated long-term health outcomes, efforts have been made to evaluate interventions aimed at reducing the risk of GDM, particularly in high-risk obese women. One recent trial evaluated the provision of dietary and physical activity advice in addition to routine care during pregnancy. GDM rate did not differ between the two groups and although women assigned to the intervention compared with the control group gained less weight and were less adipose (sum of skinfolds); these differences were marginal (0.5 kg and 3 mm, respectively) and arguably not clinically relevant. A further trial has evaluated metformin use in obese pregnant women (without diabetes) and risk of adverse perinatal outcomes. Although metformin is an effective treatment for GDM because it improves sensitivity to insulin, this trial failed to demonstrate any substantial effect on any outcome including the risk of GDM and high birthweight.

The health of childbearing-age women is not just an issue confined to pregnancy. The lack of an effect of interventions in pregnancy designed to prevent GDM (described earlier) suggests that interventions to prevent GDM may be more successful if delivered outside of pregnancy when a more sustained approach to healthy living can take place. There is evidence that lifestyle interventions and metformin use in overweight people (outside of pregnancy) are effective interventions for reducing the risk of development of diabetes, with lifestyle interventions being more effective than metformin. Therefore, it may be that these interventions should be evaluated in young women prior to pregnancy. The UK NICE now recommends that women who have had GDM are offered lifestyle advice (including weight control, diet, and exercise) to reduce the risk of future type 2 diabetes, but this approach will not prevent initial GDM in a large and growing group of women.

Conclusion

Understanding that the risk of adverse outcomes increases with increasing glucose level (measured by the OGTT in pregnancy), across the whole glucose spectrum, is important for both women and those caring for them. To be able to target treatments at women most likely to benefit, however, a diagnosis of GDM needs to be made. The lack of clear clinical glucose thresholds has led to a variety of recommended criteria leading to global variation in practice, which is harmful to women and their infants.

There is limited evidence to support one approach for the identification of women with hyperglycemia/GDM over another. GDM treatment trials using older higher glucose thresholds (than the newer IADPSG-recommended criteria) show a reduction in risk of some perinatal outcomes; however, there are no trials that have used the IADPSG criteria, so the effect of using these criteria and short- or long-term outcomes is unknown and this has led to calls for trials evaluating different threshold criteria for GDM.

The increasing prevalence of obesity and obesity-related conditions including GDM is a public health concern.
A sustained approach to supporting women to live healthily, including the achievement of a normal BMI before and after pregnancy is urgently needed. Large well-designed trials to evaluate lifestyle interventions to reduce BMI and risk of GDM for women of childbearing age are urgently required. If we can find ways to hold back and even reduce the rising obesity epidemic in the general population and help women already overweight/obese achieve a normal weight, health improvements for the pregnant population will follow and these improvements may impact the future health of the whole population. Health professionals should provide women and their families with information and ensure that they understand what foods are beneficial and what foods to avoid and also what constitutes a “good” level of physical activity as well as provide signposting to other support services.
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